“Free Quote” visit
wallbedsbywilding.com
or toll free at 866-877-7803

“Saving Space....Beautifully” is far more
than a simple statement. Helping you recapture
valuable floor space and making the most efficient
use of a guest bedroom or home office is our goal.
You can rely on our nearly 20 years experience of
Wallbed craftsmanship. When you work with us
you speak to a real person. Since we are the manufacturer, you buy directly from us, saving you
money. With our network of shipping companies,
we consistently deliver on time and above customer expectations. We love what we do and we
look forward to working with you.

O

ur Tuscany is the crown jewel of Wilding
Wallbeds’ top-of-the-line Premier Gallery
series of Murphy Beds. Its gorgeous Tuscan
style solid wood, raised panel face, exquisite
French curves, decorative fluted columns, and
charming rosettes set the Tuscany apart from
all other Murphy Beds. Like all of our Premier
Gallery Murphy Beds, the all-wood Tuscany is
created with world-class craftsmanship and the
finest materials, including solid hardwood and
hand-selected, strong and stable furnituregrade plywood. The Tuscany is also available in
your choice of five woods, 22 stains and your
choice of twin,
full or
queen
size.

The

Tuscany

The Premier
Gallery Series
Wa l l b e d s

Depending on your wood and stain selections, the Tuscany
can look wonderful in a range of settings and decorating
themes, from formal to laid-back countryside casual.
Pleasant dreams!

The

Harmony
O

ur Harmony wallbed is uniquely beautiful
and elegant. It is distinctive from all other
wallbeds because of its solid wood, rope welt
trimmed, raised panel wallbed face. The rope
welt trim and raised panel allows the Harmony
to blend with many decorating styles.
Depending on your wood selection, this wallbed
can look formal, casual or rustic. All of the solid
hardwood used in the face panel is hand selected and color matched for uniformity. If creating
a luxurious, open and airy feel is your goal, the
Harmony model is the wallbed choice for you.
You can compliment this wallbed with any of
our many side cabinet selections. The Harmony
shown here is African Mahogany wood with
Mission finish and brown glaze.

all of our Premier Gallery series wallbeds are constructed of solid wood
face panels or hand selected furniture-grade plywood and solid wood
trims. Wilding Wallbeds never uses particle board or plastic construction in
any of our Premier Gallery series products. Our Premier Gallery wallbeds
feature the unique state-of-the-art piston lift mechanism. This mechanism
produces the “whisper quiet” easy lift function that has become synonymous with Wilding Wallbeds. This mechanism is so smooth and easy to
operate, you’ll find it a pleasure to open and close your wallbed. Premier
Gallery wallbeds also include our patented double locking leg system.

The

Plantation

O

ur new Plantation model is a wonderful
addition to our Gallery Series of
Wallbeds. The Plantation offers a
fabulous old farmhouse look. This wonderful
wallbed will add an atmosphere of comfort
and elegance to whatever room you choose to
use it in. Our Plantation Wallbed uses nine
solid wood raised panels on the bed face,
which provides

dimensions for our Harmony, Oxford
and Windsor models
size
Queen
Full
Twin

Height Width
87.5"
64"
82.5"
58"
82.5"
43"

depth
16"
16"
16"

Projection
84"
80"
80"

more than simple durability, it provides elegance
that is comfortable to be around. This is a Wallbed
that you’ll be proud to offer your guests.

The

Windsor

Twin, Twin XL, Full, Full XL and Queen sizes are all available in any of our
Gallery Series Wallbeds. You can compliment this Wallbed with any of our
many side cabinet selections, creating the function in the
room that you desire.

T

he Windsor is an exciting addition to our
Premier Gallery Series Wilding Wallbeds selections. This wallbed is unique from all other
wallbeds because of its solid wood “Pillow Panel”
bed face. The Windsor is a perfect fit for any room
in your home. Depending on wood type and stain
selection, this wallbed can be formal, casual or rustic. The pillow panel face allows it to blend with
many decorating styles. This beautiful wallbed has a
look all of its own and is simply a pleasure to be
around. If creating a comfortable luxurious feel is
your goal, the Windsor is the perfect wallbed selection. The Windsor shown here is Alder wood with
Burnt Sugar finish and black glaze.

O

The

Hampton

ur Hampton model is a fun, stylish Premier
Gallery Series Wilding Wallbed. The
Hampton is designed for casual, comfortable
living, a perfect fit for the beach house or cabin.
Think of the convenience, another bedroom
when you need the bed or a beautifully appointed cabinet when you need the space in your
room for "living". No one will even know this is
a Wallbed. As with other Wilding Wallbeds, the
Hampton is available in your choice of wood
and any of our standard hand-rubbed finishes.

The Hampton model shown here
is Alder wood and White finish.

The

HomeFront Series
Wa l l b e d s

D

esigned with the American Craftsman furniture
lover in mind, this unique wallbed gives you a taste
of early United States culture. It’s like placing a piece of
history in your home. This door and drawer panel face
is tastefully designed in a perfectly balanced old mission style. This wallbed has a warmth about its design
that is just a pleasure to be around. This is a wallbed
that will make you feel confident as you offer a room
for the night to your family and friends. Attention to
detail and quality craftsmanship is unsurpassed in this
beautifully detailed Wilding Wallbed. The American
Craftsman is available in all of our wood selections, but
we specifically suggest Quarter-sawn Oak, Rustic
Cherry, Knotty Alder or Pine wood.

The

American
Craftsman

This queen size American Craftsman image to the left is shown with one 24” Deluxe
Three Drawer cabinet (right side) and one 24” Wardrobe Cabinet with Glass door
(left side). Glass doors and shelves are an option that may be added to any of our
cabinet selections. Note the glass shown in this cabinet is “Reed Glass”. Many other
glass styles are available upon request. Make sure to see all of the glass selections.
Both cabinets also feature our optional Slide out Night Tray, which adds a convenient night stand when you need one, and disappears into the face of the cabinet
when you need the extra space in your room. The American Craftsman shown here
in Quarter-sawn oak wood with our Mission finish.

Shown here in Cherry wood,
Crimson
Spray
finish.

T
The

Presidential II

your home office or guest room you may find it’s just
too pretty to hide it away. From the most formal setting
to a more casual motif, the Presidential II will feel right
at home. If you are looking to add a real American classic to your home, the Presidential II will be a proud
member of your family for years to come.

The

Brittany

he Presidential II Murphy Bed from Wilding
Wallbeds is a true American classic, handsome and traditional. From the hand crafted
solid wood raised panels that provide dimension
that no flat paneled face can, to the solid wood
face trim that is hand selected for beauty and
color uniformity, this Murphy Bed has proud
American craftsmanship written all over it. While
this Murphy Bed would certainly
beautify

Shown with optional lights in the bridge. Lights
are easy to switch using the three way touch control mounted
on the head board. This lighting system also includes a “safety
cut-off switch” that automatically shuts the lights off as the
bed is raised.

on all of the solid hardwood trim pieces. As an
option, the Brittany trim can also be left more
squared to create a great Shaker look. Just
select the wood and finish that best fits your
needs. The Brittany shown here is Alder wood
with Autumn Haze finish.

W

ith its recessed-panel bed face, the Brittany
offers a comfortable traditional style that will
add beauty and functionality to your home office or
guest bedroom. The Brittany comes standard with
traditional crown molding and traditional routing

www.wallbedsbywilding.com
TOll FRee 866 877-7803 or 435 574-2510

The

Alpine II
T

he Alpine II wallbed, with its full length
four panel face offers a simple traditional
feel that fits very well in a more casual
décor. The Alpine II comes standard with crown
molding and solid wood trim pieces shaped with
a traditional profile. The Alpine II trim pieces,
however, can be left more squared to create a
simple Shaker look. Available in any of our standard multi-step finishes. The Alpine II will finish
off your home office or guest room with style.
The Apline II model shown here is
Knotty Alder wood and Mustang
Finish.

O

ur beautiful Chalet model is a clean
contemporary style and is one of our most
popular wallbed selections. The Chalet employs all
of the quality construction techniques at a budget
conscious price. The Chalet employs a comfortable
contemporary bed face with minimal trim and no
crown molding. This wallbed is available in all of
our standard finishes as well as unfinished for the
do-it-yourself project.

The

Chalet

Shown here in Alder wood, Burnt
Sugar Finish.

Our Drop-Down Table option can be added
to nearly all of our wallbed selections. The
table leg is designed to match the style of the
wallbed that you choose. The Drop-Down
Table can be locked in the up position when
not in use.

Shown here with
our optional
“Drop-Down
Table” and two
24” Deluxe Three
Drawer cabinets
both with our
optional Slide
Out Night Tray
in Alder wood
with Sunset Bay
finish.

Fold
BiBookcase Wallbed
W

ould you like to squeeze every inch of practicality out
of your new Wallbed? Look no further than our
unique Bookcase Wallbeds. Where else can you get
the convenience of a Wallbed and the storage of an integral
bookcase in one unit? We offer both the Standard Bookcase
and the Bi-Fold Bookcase options for you to choose from. All
of our Bookcase Wallbeds, whether twin, full or queen size
come with a commercially
rated, powder coated,
steel Murphy frame
complete with European
style wood slat
mattress
support
for
comfort
and
wall
mount
brackets for
easy installation.

Wilding Wallbeds recommends that your
mattress does not exceed 11” in depth for
use in the Bookcase Wallbed.

Our standard
Bookcase
Wallbeds will hold
up to 200 lbs. per
bookcase section
(400 lbs. total)
while the Bi-Fold
Wallbeds will hold
up to 60 lbs. per
bookcase section
(240 lbs. total),
evenly distributed.
(left) This model
is shown in Oak
wood, Black finish
(right) This model
is shown in Alder
wood, English
Manor finish with
Optional Crown
Molding.
Standard

Bi-Fold

The

StudioSeries

Shown here in Alder
wood, Aurora
Splendor finish.

MuRPHy beds

The

Dakota

T

he Dakota is our most economical Murphy bed. However,
this too is an all wood product. The Dakota is designed to
have a simple contemporary feel, which fits beautifully in a casual
or contemporary décor. The Dakota Murphy bed is available in all
of our wood types and stain selections. The Dakota employs our
spring lift technology and has a lifetime mechanism warranty.

L

ooking for a Murphy Bed that maximizes the buying power of your hard
earned dollars while at the same time providing space-saving functionality, convenience, beauty, and exceptional comfort?
Here it is: The Melamine Dakota Murphy
Bed has a sleek, clean look and feel. It is
modestly elegant and contemporary. And
you have a choice of more than a dozen
beautiful colors to chose from, so your
Murphy Bed will reflect your personality
and tastes. The Melamine Dakota is available in twin, full, queen or king size.

Dakota
Melamine
Shown here in Melamine, June Mahogany color.

Our studio series Wallbed line uses our
spring lift mechanism which is IsO
9000 rated to 2000lbs and has a lifetime
guaranty. This mechanism is adjustable,
by simply adding or removing springs to
create the "lift" that you desire. Our
studio series Wallbeds (except the
Melamine dakota) are all wood products
with solid wood trims and moldings.

The

Remington
T

his fabulous Remington model is one of our
most popular Murphy Bed selections. This
four-panel, solid wood trimmed face has a wonderful and comfortable design. This Wallbed provides
multi-functionality to any room in your home.
When in use, the Remington is a pleasantly comfortable bed for the night. When stored in the
upright position, you'll have your room to use as
you please. With so many wood choices and color
options, you'll find our Remington is a beautiful
piece of furniture that works efficiently in any
room in your home. The Remington model comes
standard with Crown Molding for that added touch
of style. The Remington shown here is Cherry
wood / Autumn Haze finish.

Helping you achieve the desired function of your room is a
major focus of ours. You will find multiple cabinet choices
to compliment your Wallbed in our line up.

The

Newport

O

ur Newport model is a truly exciting Murphy Bed selection. Just think of the possibilities. This eight-panel solid wood trimmed face employs a bead-board design
that offers wonderful design and beauty in a Murphy bed selction. In addition to its
beautiful design, the Newport adds style and functionality anywhere you put it. This
model is perfect for the home, condo, cabin, or beach house. The Newport model
comes standard with crown molding for that extra touch of style. The Newport shown
here is Quarter-sawn oak wood in English Manor finish.

The

Sierra
T

he Sierra is an exciting addition to our Wilding Wallbeds
Murphy Bed series. Solid wood raised panels produce a
comfortable traditional look and feel to the face of this Murphy
Bed that is hard to beat. What a great addition to your home
office, guest room or living room. Depending on your wood and
stain selection this model can fit the most formal, or even the
most casual settings. Any one of
our hand-rubbed
finishes will add
depth and beauty
to satisfy any
true wood lover.
The Sierra
shown here is
Oak wood with
Grand Harbor
finish.

The

Aspen
T

he Aspen Murphy Bed is an exciting addition
to our Studio Series line up. Our Aspen has a
comfortable traditional feel about its design that
you will be proud to show off to your family,
friends and guests. The Aspen employs two large
open face panels with a beautifully columned
design at the edges of the bed. Like nearly all of
our Studio Series Murphy Beds, the Aspen is
available in Twin, Full, Queen and King sizes.
This model is displayed with our 16" Three
Drawer cabinet (left side) and our 16" Deluxe
Door & Drawer cabinet (right side) Shown in
African Mahogany wood with our Burnt Sugar
finish and Black Glaze.

Park City
O

ur new Park City model offers a comfortable
rustic look that will remind you of simpler
days, when value was equivalent to durability.
This model is tough enough to use every day, has
a lifetime guaranty and is ISO 9000 rated to
2000 lbs. You will love and enjoy this Murphy
Bed for years to come. This model employs a
beautifully designed shaker trimmed face that fits
perfectly into any casual décor. Sink down into
this Murphy Bed for a good night's sleep and let
the hustle and bustle of the modern world drift
away into simpler times.

The Park City model shown above is quarter-sawn oak wood
with our English Manor finish. We offer several wood selections
and stain choices in this and all other Wilding Wallbed models.
Relax and read in
perfect comfort

Our optional Wallbed
Lights provide you an
exceptionally
comfortable
reading area.

The

Scape
O

ur Scape Wallbed is sleek, stylish, modern and
contemporary. These clean lines are so popular
in todays modern settings and will add comfort
and organization to any room or office. The photo
here shows a model in Natural Maple and Alder
Wood in the Espresso finish. As with our other
Wilding Wallbeds, the Scape Wallbed has many
other color choices and wood types to choose from,
giving you the freedom to “color” your room the
way you’d like it. The Scape Murphy Bed is all
about contemporary design and quality
construction at a moderate price.
Sleek, Stylish, Durable and
Reliable, The Scape has it all!

The

Nexus
S

leek, stylish, modern and contemporary are all terms that
describe the Nexus Murphy Bed
from Wilding Wallbeds. This
Murphy Bed has the simple, clean
lines that are so popular with
today’s interior designs. In addition to the combination of Natural
African Mahogany and Alder Wood
in the Espresso finish shown here,
you can choose from any of our 13
standard and 9 optional stain
choices to match your décor.

T

he Nexus Murphy Bed is more than just a
pretty face when it comes to solving your
space saving needs. Contemporary design and
quality construction at a moderate price is what
the Nexus Murphy Bed is all about!

Our Nexus model offers
a fabulous Home Office
option too...ask
for details.

C

orner Protectors are a comfortable addition ($69) to
any of our Wallbed selections. Corner Protectors
offer a dual function.
They protect your shins
against bumps plus they
secure the bedding when
the Wallbed is closed.
Wallbed

Care
Kit
W

e frequently get asked, “How do I care for my new
Wilding Wallbed?”. For this reason, we have assembled
a basic Wallbed Care Kit ($39) with all of the necessities. Our
Care Kit includes a Stain Pen & Putty Stick both in your stain
selection, Furniture Cleaner (environmentally friendly), three
dusting cloths plus a Wilding Wallbed tin for organized
storage. This kit will help you keep your Wilding Wallbed
looking beautiful for many years to come.

(Top) Alpine II model shown in Oak wood with our Black Finish.
(Bottom left) Tuscany model shown in Knotty Alder wood with our Burnt Sugar finish.
(Bottom Right) Chalet model shown in Oak wood with our Autumn Haze finish.

Wilding

Bunk
Beds

O

ur bunkbeds
are unique
in the industry. They offer
world-class quality and astonishing beauty and maximum
space savings. Just imagine
the transformation of your
limited space. Wilding Wallbeds
Bunkbeds are the perfect choice for
any child’s room, fire station, cabin, lodge or
dormitory. Bunkbeds come standard with a ladder for easy
access to the top bunk and a guardrail for safety. All models
are available in extra long for adults. No one builds them
like Wilding Wallbeds!

The upper bunk has been weight tested to
more than 1,500 pounds. See the photo
demonstration on our web site.

The

Side Mount
Low ceiling height? Wilding Wallbeds
offers all of our Wallbeds in a Side
Mount style (except Bookcase models).

WildingWallbed

Side Mount Wallbeds are available
with an optional "Top Cabinet" as
shown in the photo below.
(Model shown below and on right
is an American Craftsman Full size,
Oak wood / Mission finish.)

The Side Mount model show here is our Gallery
Series Windsor Wallbed. This is shown in Maple
wood with a Natural finish. This model is available
in many wood and color choices.

The model show
here is our Nexus.
Office by day and
bedroom by night,
and oh so easy to
lift and lower.

Wilding

Home Office
A

The model shown above is our
American Craftsman
home office.

t Wilding Wallbeds,
our vision statement is “Saving
space beautifully.” Wilding
Wallbeds Home Office components allow us to help you create a
multi-functional room that best
fits your individual needs. We help
you transform your cluttered spare
room into a beautiful and functional space that can be used as a guest room,
craft room, workout room, AND a truly efficient Home
Office! Our Home Office option is available in all of
our Wallbed and Murphy Bed styles. Because
of the nature of the Home Office, it is usually
best to call us and have a conversation about
your unique room needs. We then produce a
computer drawing to help you visualize what
your room will look like and how it will function when complete. After receiving your
final approval, we go to work and create the
guest room/office of your dreams. During
the production we employ quality
techniques that you can count on
and be proud of for decades
to come.

American Craftsman style
shown in Knotty Alder wood
with Autumn Haze finish
and brown glaze.

Keeping
the Environment Safe
At Wilding Wallbeds, we are aware that the forest
offers us our living. We help manage and protect that
resource. Our Murphy Beds, Side Cabinets and Home Office
units are All Wood Products. We reduce landfill waste by
recycling our hardwood and plywood waste. Hardwood off
cuts are processed into mulch. Plywood off cuts are used to
create our shipping pallets. But that's not all…

Certificate of Reliability
When we make a promise, we
absolutely and fully intend to keep it.
We are so confident in our products
that each and every Wilding Wallbed
comes with our Certificate of
Reliability.

Our Production Center solar
The wood we use is harvested
panels provide clean renewable
•energy
from a sustainable forestry pro•gram,
to power our equipment.
the Hardwood Forestry
Fund.

•

100% of our plywood panels are
CARB compliant with the Zero
Emissions standard issued by the
California Air Resources Board
(CARB).
We are compliant with the
Sustainable Forestry Initiative
•standards.

We use cutting edge energy-saving lighting products which cut
•power
consumption in half.

The list of satisfied customers
tells the story. Check it out
on our web site.

•

We recycle paint thinners, stains
and lacquers–reclaiming up to
95% of our solvents.

www.wallbedsbywilding.com

•

We use exhaust filters to
decrease the emissions by
scrubbing the air before it is
released into the environment.

Showroom Locations:

Payment and Shipping Info.
Wilding Wallbeds has built a nation-wide network
with the most reputable freight companies in America
to get your wallbed to you on time and in good
order. In the unlikely event of freight damage, Wilding Wallbeds will not leave
you with the problem. We work
directly with the freight
company for any
exchanges,
making sure
you are
completely
satisfied.

We gladly accept Visa, Master Card, Discover Card,
American Express, Personal Checks and Cash.
To place your order, call

Toll Free 1-866-877-7803

Wilding Wallbeds
3988 s. 1540 e Cir.
st. George, ut 84790
TOll FRee

866 877-7803

or 435 574-2510

st. George showroom
1509 s. 270 e. #3
st. George, uT 84790
(435) 574-2510
Toll Free 866-877-7803
san diego showroom
7944 Miramar Rd.
san diego, Ca 92126
(858) 578-0627
Chino Hills showroom
4200 Chino Hills Parkway
Chino Hills, Ca 91709
Chino Hills Marketplace,
suite 660
(909) 680-4141

